
2018-2019 

6th Grade Summer Reading Assignment 

A Wrinkle in Time 

 
Read the novel A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L’Engle. After completing each chapter, answer 

the questions for that chapter. The questions and answers should be written neatly on loose leaf 

paper in pencil. The answers must be in complete sentences. Make sure to answer all parts of the 

question. This assignment will be due during the first week of the 2018-2019 school year. 

 

 

Chapter 1 

 

1.) What do Meg Murry’s actions tell you about her? How does Meg feel about her family? 

2.) How is Charles Wallace different from most five-year-olds? Have you ever met an unusual 

child like Charles Wallace? 

 

Chapter 2 

 

3.) Why does the school principal, Mr. Jenkins, want Meg to accept that her father is never 

coming home? Should Meg believe him? Why or why not? 

4.) In what ways are twins Sandy and Dennys different from the rest of the Murry family? 

 

Chapter 3 

 

5.) How is Calvin’s home different from Meg’s? How is his school life different from Meg’s? 

6.) What are the hard questions that Calvin asks about Meg’s father? 

 

Chapter 4 

 

7.) Why does Mrs. Who like to quote? Is this an effective way to communicate with the 

children? Why or why not? 

8.) Why is Calvin asked to go on the journey with Megan and Charles Wallace? 

 

Chapter 5 

 

9.) What does the children’s experience in a two-dimensional planet tell you about tesser travel? 

10.) Who are some of the famous people mentioned as fighting the Dark Thing? What do they all 

have in common? 

 

Chapter 6 

 

11.) Describe the planet of Camazotz. 

12.) What do the children learn about the people of Camazotz? How do you know? 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 7 

 

13.) When the man with red eyes tries to take over the children’s minds, whom does Meg scream 

for and why? 

14.) What mistake does Charles Wallace make when he meets the man with red eyes? 

 

Chapter 8 

 

15.) Charles Wallace seems well and happy, just as the man with the red eyes says he is. How 

does Meg know that Charles Wallace’s mind and heart have been taken over? 

16.) How do they keep people from suffering on Camazotz? What do you think of this idea? 

 

Chapter 9 

 

17.) Why does Charles Wallace want to take Mrs. Who’s spectacles from Meg? 

18.) Do you believe, as Meg does, that Mr. Murry will really save them? Why or why not? 

 

Chapter 10 

 

19.) Why is Meg so sick after escaping from IT? 

20.) What are Meg’s feelings about her father, brother, and Calvin after escaping from IT? Do 

you think she should feel this way? Explain why. 

 

Chapter 11 

 

21.) What is it about the beat that convinces Meg to trust her? What are some of the things that 

allow you to trust someone? 

22.) Why do the time travelers have so much trouble explaining Mrs. Whatsit to the creatures on 

Ixchel? 

 

Chapter 12 

23.) Why doesn’t Meg hug Mrs. Whatsit when she appears on Ixchel? 

24.) Why does Meg have to be the one to go after Charles Wallace? 

25.) What gift does Mrs. Whatsit give Meg for her journey back to Camazotz? What is Mrs. 

Which’s gift? 

 


